
Your Excellency the Secretary General of the United Nations, Mr. Ban

Ki Moon

Your Excellencies,

Ladies and gentlemen

Distinguished guests

On behalf of His Majesty King Abduallh the Second,I would like to

extend his majesties warmest regards to His Excellency the Secretary

General of the United Nations and to all member states.

Your Excellencies,

Ladies and gentlemen

Distinguished guests

The progress that has taken place in Paris during the conference of

parties in December 2015 is considered a quantum leap in developing

the overall system of the international management of climate change.

Where the positive common understanding about Paris Agreement has

created a huge momentum for the global community, positioning all of

us at the start line of an incredibly important phase that requires a lot of

efforts and patience in order to secure better future for us and for the

coming generations.



Jordan is extremely determined to play a key role in this global effort, in

spite of lack of resources, as we have always taken key roles in the areas

of overall development, human rights, peace and sustainability,

demonstrating full compatibility with the international principles that

have been agreed upon under the umbrella of the United Nations.

Since the return from Paris Conference, Jordan has sparked its real

efforts to convert the promises made into actual actions on the ground, to

benefit our people. Jordan has an ambitious political framework

providing the required space for efficient and productive work, through

the National Strategy for Climate Change and the INDCs, as we do have

scientifically documented information about the implications of climate

change on the different development sectors in the country, which put us

in front of a real challenge pushing us to take proper and practical

actions in order to face the climate change issue, in close collaboration

with different stakeholders especially the priority development sectors.

One of our main achievements that we are really proud of, is integrating

the climate change goals with the sectoral strategies. For instance, the

Ministry of Water and Irrigation has embedded the concept of climate

change within the new water strategy of 2016. Also, the Ministry of

Energy and Mineral Resources is currently putting tremendous efforts in

the field of renewable energy to achieve its new target, which will have

the capacity of 1800 Megawatt from renewables installed by 2020. At



the same time, the Ministry of Agriculture is integrating the concept of

climate change with its programs especially in pastures management and

food security. In addition to several ambitious steps that are being taken

by most of our line ministries to achieve our national goals that are in

line with the Paris Agreement.

Our efforts to achieve the national goals are not limited to the

governmental organizations, where effective and productive partnerships

among the government, private sector, non-governmental organizations

and civil society, are of great importance to expedite the process. In this

context, it is important to mention that Jordan is currently linking the

principles of the Paris Agreement to its National Green Growth Plan

with an eye on transforming our economy into a green one, leading to a

positive structural change in the economical and developmental planning

of the country.

Ladies and gentlemen

Severe changes have affected Jordan's population and developmental

agenda over the past years, due to regional instability that made it very

hard to have a long term planning for the sectors that are directly related

to climate change, which consequently leads to the need for being

flexible and innovative in planning and implementation, where the

mitigation actions that have been presented in the Jordan INDCs came to

demonstrate a live example of this, given that creating the proper



legislative, political

prerequisite to success.

and economic environment is considered  a

Ladies and gentlemen

Jordan joins the global community today in signing the Paris Agreement,

and it will take all the required legal actions to ratify the agreement as a

next step.

At last, I would like to thank once again His Excellency the Secretary

General of the United Nations, Mr. Ban Ki Moon and the team of the

United Nations for their efforts in organizing this event and for the warm

welcome and gracious hospitality extended to us. Your Excellencies, I

would like to thank you for the tremendous efforts put and collaborative

environment created as we work jointly towards protecting our plant.
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